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About This Game

ADVENTURES OF LUFFY AND HIS STRAW HAT CREW ARE COMING TO PC!

Enjoy the original story of ONE PIECE from Fuschia village, where everything has started, to the kingdom of Dressrosa, a
mysterious island dominated by the evil Donquixote.Doflamingo.

Will your resolution be strong enough to defeat the most dangerous pirates, including Doflamingo and many more?
Gather every member of the Straw Hat Crew, like in the original story, sail to the most emblematic places and enter the most

epic battles: Marineford, Fish-Man Island, Punk Hazard and Dressrosa!

One Piece Pirate Warriors 3 brings you many exciting improved and new features, including:

Higher quality graphics and animation: the One Piece universe has never been depicted so faithfully

Number of Popular characters weaving the stories greatly increased: Sabo, Doflamingo, Fujitora and many more!

Improved gameplay and incredible new co-op actions (no Online Co-op)

More action than ever in the latest installment of the PIRATE WARRIORS series, created by KOEI TECMO GAMES
and BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment.
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Title: One Piece Pirate Warriors 3
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
ONE PIECE
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1

Processor: Core2Duo 2.4GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB Nvidia GeForce 8800 / ATI Radeon HD 3870

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 13 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c or higher

Additional Notes: Game pad support

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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This game is AWESOME!
AND YOU SHOULD GET IT NOW!

Seriously, this game has a very new concept which is very cool.

First the levels are easy. but get harder level by level. There are three sets of levels (?): Dawn, Day and Dusk, respectively. In
each level, a new game mechanic is introduced, for example: trampolines, fans that push you around, poisons and MUCH more.
also the lives change in each level.
The in-game music is around 2-3 minutes and loops when finished.
The most fun part is that there is a level editor! And you can submit your levels to the steam workshop, but it's very hard to
learn and the instructions are not clear.
But im my opinion, 5$ price is too much for a game this short, but it's still worth every penny.
Can't wait to see more updates and level for this game.
I give this game a very good 8.5\/10. not bad i played for 107 hours on record so i'd say i liked it. abandoned
grab the cash and run style. how to use this DLC ????. Seems like I'm the only one around who knows what a good tactical
shooter is. I like this one a lot. It's difficult on solo but I enjoy that. I grew up on Tom Clancy and hell I read the goddamn books
in high school. Likely even before half these ignorant failures who trash this game were even born.

It's a simple game. I thought for sure the CoD strays could understand it but it appears I was very wrong. I do have some
friendly advice for these CoD kids... you may want to finish your home work earlier to practice this game before bed time. Red
Sabre actually takes skill to play... Not a good internet connection.. Well I deleted my past review. This game is good. If you're
looking for a sidescrolling Dark Souls...eh I can't agree with that. If you wanna play a game thats along the lines of Volkkor,
then hell yeah try this. It's not an easy game. You will die, and die often. But if you enjoy the art style and the gameplay looks
interesing, then try it out (unless you're iffy, wait til a sell comes through) If the game has peaked your interest because of the
relation that it's getting to Dark Souls, then I can't recommend.

I'm a man that will admit when he's wrong and I was wrong and sorry if I turned someone away. I looked into reviews, got
angry, and I jumped to conclusions (you know what happens when you assume) This is an interesting game. I hope with the
second installement, or dlc, that they implement some more weapons, armor, maybe even classes. Then i'll be on board with
calling this a sidescrolling DS.

7\/10-would challenge my poopy review again
. An oldie but a goodie.. For me doesn't shows their animations. Disappointed..
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The immersion and atmosphere of this game makes my \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 tighter than a
jar of pickles

I can stone face through horror movies and horror games, but as soon as i get dazed by a flashlight stronger than the sun
followed by the pitter pat of metallic feeties my bunghole turns into a vacuum

Recommended experience. I'm not entirely sure whether or not to recommend this -
The art looks nice - and it feels like someone put a lot of effort into this
also I can feel there is something deeper going on under the surface

But I have no idea how to play it properly
It does seem like train ftl though

If the game dosent get updated I am going to change to a negitive review though. As a parody of stealth games, this one is fun.
The power ups vary from useless to overpowered, and the game as a whole is funny. Just don't expect it to keep your attention
past one play through. The repetitive nature of the game doesn't lend itself to repeated playing.

So long as you expect 10 hours of humorous rather then skilful play, it's good. Anyone wanting more depth or longer play, skip.

. This tops my outer\/inner space collection. A+
I love the atmosphere of this game. If you enjoy VR tourism I also recommend The Grand Canyon VR Experience.. devs went
full ret.... epic exclusive on their next titles.. Nice little game.. Summary: Average Casual (Diner Dash like) wedding game

It's a pretty casual game, the MC is ditzy and all over the place but it was pretty fun. Time flies as you play it for sure and the
minigames are varied so thats pretty nice! I think you should totally get it when its on discount, I bought it for ~$9.50 and i think
thats a pretty alright price.

The story is "Eh" I think there are supposed to be like 'lessons learned' in each chapter of the game but they seemed kind of
awkward AHA~
. It's just like, I thought we were done with these types of games in 2015?

Abandonment should just be abandonware instead. This game doesn't work correctly, I broke it within seconds of being in the
first room. I couldn't progress more than five minutes into the game because everything just stopped working.

The only scary part of the game is the volume at which screams randomly happen as stuff appears on the screen. It honestly
sounds like a lawnmower in your ears.

Let's just not anymore aigh fam jam?

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xoFM5BDmZc0

If you found this review helpful, check out the curator page.
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/29029552. When I bought this I did not touch this game for a week. I was scared
since I was not sure if I was going to get ripped off.
To give some back story I am a big fan of the "atelier" series. I have been playing since atelier Iris. The "Fear" was when Atelier
Shallie came out and the game had a GAME BREAKING BUG in it. once you hit level 60, it opens a new Menu called a skill
tree. Clicking on this opens up a really cool screen....Just the whole thing was in Japanese and the game would soon Freeze in
less then 2 seconds. I waited months for a patch that never came out for this to get fixed. Since then I have not touched a single
Atelier game.
Since this is the 20th anniversary I had to try again. Still scared, yet hoping the game can renew my faith in the series. we shall
see.
Hope there is a "Barrel" scene :)

EDIT:
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So far I have put 5 hours in. No barrel scene as of yet :(
I like the game. The game is mainly a management simulator with the Atelier series characters.

The game has turned from me, Admiring the characters to; ok women, you are going to make this, you this, and whats my todo
list....AHHH yes make this and this. WHAT! you cant make anymore? ok next alchemist\/women i want you to make this, and
this....what you are better at this..... NOPE make this B*tch. we need this for our next week quota. You useless men go gather or
grow flowers. yep you heard me. I dont need your awesome attack skills. I got a ton of stuff to sell and they need materials!

So far I have been just building whatever, and still making a profit. When you think about how many atelier games are out there.
Thats alot of Ateliers I need to build. plus all the stores that can sell my products. just so I can pay the people to keep working
for me. Then you have these deadlines that act like an axe over your head. BETTER get this done or its a game over!!!

if your great at planning then this would be great. You need to plan ALOT lol

So far I am really enjoying the game. Makes me think of those so called "Black" companies that the Japanese hate. LOL.
Horrific controls. If my head and body have turned completely around, it should just follow. Just awful. PLEASE
DEVELOPERS study how Stand Out Battle Royale handles movement. Until you fix this, I am refunding. Will buy again.
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